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The inherited consciousness of maximalized impressions
stamped on the mind (engram) passes them on without
taking cognizance of the direction of their emotional charge,
simply as an experience of energy tensions; this unpolarized
continuum can also function as continuum. The imparting
of a new meaning to these energies serves as a protective
screen.
Aby Warburg, Journal, VII, 1929, p. 255

……..engram, dynamogramm, symbol are equivalent terms in Warburg’s conception used to
refer to a moment of accumulation of an
energetic charge deriving from a sufficiently intense and often repeated event capable to inscribe itself indelibly in the collective memory as
a material.
Andrea Pinotti, Memory and Image
http://www.italianacademy.columbia.edu/pdfs/pinotti.pdf.
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.....it in those terms when he wrote
that the “method of this work is
literary montage”. I have nothing to
say ,only to show.”
And Theodor W. Adorno’s description
of the Passagenwerk could just as well
be applied to the essential features of
Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas:
..(Benjamin) deliberately excluded all
interpretation and wanted the actually
existing conditions to be foregrounded
through the shocks that the
montage of the materials would inevitably generate in the reader… To bring
his antisubjectivism to the point of
culmination,
Benjamin envisaged that the work
should only consist of accumulated
quotations.
Again several terms stand out in this
discussion that deserve our attention,
with regard to both the accuracy of
the description of (and the potential
differences between) Benjamin’s and
Warburg’s model and to the accuracy
of their definition of the epistemes of
collage/photomontage and the
question whether these are in fact the
epistemes of the structural organization of the
Atlas: first of all, the exclusions of
interpretation in favour of actually
existing conditions in the discursive
construction of the textual memory.
Second: the anticipation of shocks as
an inescapable and intended result of
the montage technique, presumably
occurring most vividly in the interstices of discursive fields (such as the
pictorial versus the photographic, the
mass-cultural clutter versus the
structural distillation of the avantgarde strategy, the artisanal versus
the technically reproduced, the textual
versus the painterly: to name but a
few of the classical topoi and tropes of
collage and montage aesthetics).
Benjam H.D. Buchloh, Gerhard Richter’s
Atlas: The Anomic Archive, in Photography
and Painting in the work of Gerhard Richter:
Four Essays on the Atlas,
Museu d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona,
2000.
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note 2 : movement, degeneration /
debasement and sanctification of the
image
The dual aspects of these two figures, in this context figured by Benjamin and Warburg , also impact upon
what could be thought of as two
other competing models of modernist ‘formalism’ (but not ‘the’ only
models). Namely a Kantian/Nietzschian contrast between
category and genealogy. These formulations; movement,
degeneration / debasement and
sanctification on the one hand and
category and genealogy on the other
offer ways of thinking about spatialisation of elements and the sense
of how movement can be thought
along the axes that these spatial dispositifs offer. These groupings also
constitute a possibility of thinking
through the formal aspects of what
constitutes an ‘archive’ and how the
reading of material within particular
structures generates
textualities that cross temporal axes.
The ‘Pathos-formal’ in these terms
can perhaps be thought of as a tracking of these temporal croisements.
My nevermind project has been a
modest attempt to structure something of the above pictorially. Where
flatness and thickness/depth are deployed as competing cultural specificities of painting per se, as fields
in which aspects of image are put to
work (and made in a spirit of experimentation and
observation rather than declamation). The subsequent series after
Nevermind, prosopopoeia, and the
current, and as yet untitled works,
continue within this line of thought
and making. What seems increasingly pertinent here is the relationship
to painting, and, an idea of composition. Composition here is in need
of rethinking (and especially within
its context as a polemical position
predominantly through the critique
of Greenberg by Minimalism and
mainly via Morris and Judd.). Composition warrants being transplanted
from the composition versus non or
auto composition opposition, an axis
that drives up through categorical
configurations of the ‘work’ that rest
upon
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reductive ideas of specificity. This is not to demonise
this logic. The unfolding of protocols of making from
Greenberg’s ground zero, to the monochrome through
minimalism to conceptual practice, moves through a
dialectal structure but where the ‘refuse’ is constitutive ideas of composition and objections to this formulation cannot be opened up the dominant critiques
of this dialectic; namely objecthood or gestalt forms
(as being ‘un-artistic’ and as simply being models of
communication).
This brings in to question many material and ‘operative’ terms that have migrated to an ‘art-in-general’
domain and have their feet firmly in practices (and
which seem to me to be along an axis of painting /
photo / film). Collage, décollage, montage seem to
also give rise to an idea and a working of material
which can be thought through as juxtaposition. Not
the laying in of something onto a naturalistic temporal
axis, as narrative, but within a convention of presentation where the relation of elements can be said to
produce readings or ‘narratives’ rather than naturalistically map their unfolding.
Mick Finch
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The Baudelairian allegory is a
product of the flow of exchanges and reproductions in modern society and culture, which
leads to and comes from a
‘shock’ experience, and it generates a work of art that presupposes and exhibits the exchangeability of the signifier and the
commodity, and the turning of
every sign into interpreter and
reader of another sign. In the
modern age, it is not the natural, external, physical world
that is degrading, but rather
that of internal experience. The
shock, which is the modern
subject’s mode of encounter
with his surrounding reality,
and which entails a malfunctioning of everyday experience,
consciousness and memory, is
expressed in the image of the
‘souvenir’, which is the
‘inanimate’ object in which
authentic experience has been
inscribed and buried.
In Warburg, the degeneration of the image occurs
over a continuous sequence of
time, in contrast to the allegorical Benjaminian image, whose
debasement and sanctification
take place all the time and simultaneously. The connection
between the sacral relation to
the essence and the agency of
the image exists, in Warburg’s
theory, on a vector that points
to the encounter’s declining
intensity, which proceeds on a
temporal axis, and which operates through an economy of
using and exploiting; whereas
in Benjamin’s theory these aspects are inherently necessary
qualities of every image. The
exploitation and reproduction
of the image in the allegorical
mode is permanent evidence
and an expression of its debasement and sanctification.
Adi Efal, Warburg’s “Pathos Formula” in
Psychoanalytic and Benjaminian contexts:
http://www.tau.ac.il/arts/projects/PUB/assaph-art/assaph5/articles_ass
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Ce n’est qu’ainsi que l’obscure
expression kantiennes de «finalité sans fin» revêt une signification concrète. Elle est, dans
un moyen, cette puissance du
geste qui l’interrompt dans son
être-moyen même et ne peut
l’exhiber, ni faire d’une res une
res gesta, que par ce biais. De
façon analogue, si l’on considère
la parole comme le moyen de la
communication, montrer une
parole ne revient pas à disposer
d’un plan plus élevé (un métalangage, lui même incommuniable à l’intérieur du premier
niveau) à partir duquel faire de
celle-ci un objet de communication, mais à l’exposer, hors de
toute transcendance, dans sa
propre médialité, dans son propre être-moyen - et c’est là,
justement, la tâche la plus difficile. Le geste est en ce sens
communication d’une communicabilité.
Giorgio Agamben, Moyen sans fins:
Notes sur le geste.
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